
 

Originally posed on the post: Is Homebrew Craft Beer? 

 
 

Other Responses: 

 It certainly can be, but I've had too many boring homebrews to vote "Yes". 
 not always 
 If it is not a copy, then it is 
 retarded question 
 Stone 
 Depends on the person brewing it  
 Most of the time 
 It can be 
 It depends on the homebrew 
 Depends 
 Only if you are willing to experiment instead of recreate your favorite brew. 
 Depends on the Crafter 
 only if not from a kit 
 Homebrew is Artisenal Beer 
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 mostly, unless it's crap beer = fizzy yellow stuff. 
 Not if I'm going to be taxed for brewing it! 
 All-grain absolutely is, but simply fermenting malt extract? 
 Maybe 
 Yes, if the homebrewer's goal is quality; No if the goal is cheep alcohol 
 Heck yeah 
 Who cares? 
 Two seperate things 
 craft brew is for sale, homebrew is not.. 
 if properly done it can be 
 maybe 
 Properly brew full of flavor hoppy beer 
 I think you needed something stronger than a comma between "think" and "is". 
 It depends. 
 abso-f****n-lutley 
 Yes... if it's good. 
 wats beer!?? 
 Craft beer seems to denote more than the freshness of home brew. 
 art  
 depends if its personal recipe 
 depends if its personal recipe 
 Mine is wannabe craft beer. 
 artisanal 
 it can be 
 Can we just call beer by its name, "Beer". Homebrew is to be consumed at home.  
 Yes it is in the craft beer family, just as is microbrew and nanobrew. 
 It doesn't matter 
 All-grain homebrew is craft beer. 
 I believe it depends on the ability of the brewer.  
 Depends on the recipe 
 With a little practice, it's plenty crafty! 
 Yes but it's not what I'm referring to when I say "craft beer" 
 It depends on the quality 
 If its crafted well...not if it's a bud light clone! 
 Not if it sucks. 
 homebrew is craftbeer only when you can control the elements = success 
 Absolutely not. 
 It can be, can also just be kits  
 Depends 

 
 
 

 


